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1. fTOdUd § Grits 4:02 

1. Tfio Room 5:36 

3. Cdp h Ta&fc. 5:41 

Gr^y RoSo Sfioro 6:45 

S. Doli's fiW 
(for dirt l?Utay> 8:56 

S. Go3 BloSS l[io C[vil<3 6:46 

7. Toih fT)o Loo So 6:41 

8. 011 f?W 7:10 
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1. fTUud & Grib 
(B.M.I.) Al Grey 4:02 

1. Tk "Room 
(B.M.I.) Jack McDuff 5:36 

0. Cdp ft Jdo^ 
(B.M.I.) Jack McDuff 5:41 

7. Gr^y Rose, Sfiofto 
(B.M.I.) Al Grey 6:45 

S. De,Vsl?W 
(B.M.I.) Bobby Durham 8:56 

o. God f?le,SS l[\e, C[iil(3 
(B.M.I.) Billie Holiday 
and Arthur Herzog 6:46 

7. Toift fT)e, Loose, 
(B.M.I.) Al Grey 6:41 

8. dll BW 
(B.M.I.) Miles Davis 7:10 





Why don’t people pay more attention to trombonists? When I asked Steve Turre in 1993, he felt the 

problem was “the industry’s preconceived notion that ‘it’s not jazz unless it’s a saxophone or trumpet.’ 

I know it’s not based on how people respond,” he continued, “because when I play jobs with Al Grey, he 
always cuts everybody.” 

Turre should have been there to say “I told you so” three years later at the Lionel Hampton Jazz Festival 

in Moscow, Idaho. One of those jam session so common to festivals was taking place, albeit with a longer 

list of participants than usual due to some last-minute scheduling changes. Young lions, old masters 

and all manner of players in between were involved; but it was Grey, blowing soulfully on the blues 

and adding a heartbreaking muted chorus to the ballad medley, who most obviously got to the crowd. 

“He does it every year, one of the Hampton Jazz Fest veterans noted. Grey has been doing it for a 

half-century, since he landed his first important job with Benny Carter’s big band in 1946. From the 

outset, there was a timeless quality in Grey’s playing, up-to-date as might be expected from someone 

with firsthand knowledge of the latest innovations, yet still reflecting the classic verities of the music 

he drew inspiration from as a student musician! This modern/mainstream balance made Grey an ideal 

sideman over the next three decades for veteran big-band leaders like 

Carter, Lionel Hampton and Count Basie, as well as Dizzy Gillespie (who 

featured the trombonist in his glorious ‘50s orchestra). It also made Grey IBr 

an ideal front-man for small groups, from the sextet he co-led with Billy p 
Mitchell in the early ‘60s to a later trombone-tenor partnership with Jimmy * 

Forrest and a more recent two-trombone effort that featured his son Mike. s | % 
The present session is the latest chapter in Grey’s small-band discography. |S| 

The beautiful blend of trombone and tenor in the front line recalls earlier j* 

efforts with Mitchell, Forrest and guitarist Joe Cohn’s dad Al; while the 

featured guest supplies a trombone-organ texture that Grey has previously explored 

with Wild Bill Davis and Jimmy McGriff. Choosing Jack McDuff as the primary partner 

in this effort was inspired, for like his host McDuff is a survivor (one year younger i 

than Grey) who ignores the potential for grandstanding offered by his instrument and V 

concentrates instead on music. McDuff waited out the organ’s eclipse during the fusion 

years of the 70s and early ‘80s, and was poised to act as a prime mover in the Hammond 

B-3 revival. Now his own recording career is back in overdrive, and musicians are lined 

up to collaborate with him on special projects. 

If this summit meeting is more successful than most, the secret may lie in the 

supporting musicians, who represent a blend of the working situations in which Grey 

and McDuff most frequently find themselves. Bobby Durham has been the trombonist’s 

drummer of choice for over 20 years and Grey has worked with guitarist Cohn for a 

decade, while Jerry Weldon is the tenor player in McDuff’s current touring group. Bassist Jerome 

Hunter, who might be considered the unaffiliated member of the rhythm section, could easily pass 

for a regular as well. Each makes several notable contributions, although I would 

single out Durham’s solo breaks on his own composition “Deli’s Blues” (a tribute 

to Art Blakey that recalls the Jazz Messengers staple “Blues March”) and his 

solo on the Latin “Grey Rose Shore,” Hunter’s strong time and bowed chorus 

on “Deli’s,” and the heartfelt work of both Cohn and Weldon on their shared 
ballad feature, “The Room.” 

* -v ^ V While Grev anc* McDuff are their usual eloquent selves, I get a particular 
,• > kick out of the way they are listening throughout the session. It testifies to their 

sense of music as a collective art, rather than a mere exercise in autonomous 

ego. The organist’s comping on every track reveals that he is both doggedly 

attentive and instantly responsive, willing to embellish and enhance rather than 

compete with the soloist’s line. Grey plays the same way, with a feeling for 

what is appropriate at that given musical moment. Just compare the punch of his entrance on “Matza & 

Grits” and the subtlety with which his “Cap’n Jack” choruses commence. Note how he 

takes the title “Toin Me Loose” as a cue for building intensity rather than storming out of 
the gate. And, by all means, hear how his introductory note on “God Bless the Child” creates 

an aura of bittersweet wisdom that defines the entire performance. 

Grey, McDuff and company do most of their expounding on the blues, the fundamental 

element in the jazz vocabulary. The limitless depth of the 12-bar form is hardly news, yet 

its dominance in this program reinforces the care that has been taken in fashioning the 

eight performances. The originals have melodic and rhythmic character, their own distinct 

gaits and moods, which the band reads perfectly. Everyone creates in the service of these 

moods, never attempting to overwhelm the atmosphere with personal bombast or mere 

technique. The proportions of the individual performances allow the soloists sufficient space 

but not undue license; they require efficient improvisation that calls for getting the message * ’ ✓ 
across without artifice. jp 

As a result, the entire session reflects the strengths of its leader. If Grey does not exactly .- • 

cut everyone here, to return to Turre’s original comment, it is because the atmosphere ’C 

was to congenial for cutting. Sometimes the company of old friends and admired colleagues 

can be as inspirational as the gladiatorial atmosphere of a jam session. 

This was one of those times. | 

—Bob Blumenthal 




